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Waterproof External AED Cabinet
Anyone responsible for Automated External Defibrillators (AED) is only too
aware of the high cost of this unit and dangers of the AED finding its way into
the wrong hands. To guard against this, the Waterproof External AED Cabinet
is proven to significantly reduce theft and misuse.

Dimensions
Height: 361mm
Width: 310mm
Depth: 164mm

Complete with
thumb lock

Features & Benefits

 Quick release thumb-lock ensures Defibrillator can be easily
accessed in an emergency where time is of the essence (alternative
key lock model also available upon request)

 When opened, strobe light flashes continually and alarm sounds,
deterring thieves, 'pranksters' and other unauthorised users

 Choice of up to 32 unique alarm tones can be selected
 Alarm time delays of 15, 30 and 60 seconds apart can be preset by

the user
 Made from clear, high impact polycarbonate that will not dent or

crack
 Rounded corners reduce health and safety risk to passers by
 Transparent casing means AED is clearly visible from all angles
 Wall mounting ensures AED can be located without delay
 The polycarbonate casing has a lifetime guarantee against breakage

in normal use and one year guarantee on electro mechanical and
electronic components

 Adjustable wire shelf included
 IP Rated for outside use
 Incorporates additional eyelet for a secondary safety seal
 This enclosure is designed to encase almost any sized defibrillator

(check dimensions below). With its closed polycarbonate rear, to
access AED/defibrillator simply turn thumb lock and the hinged door
will open without delay

 AED cabinet comes with one key for trained and authorised users to
instantly switch off the alarm and strobe light (see image right).
More keys for authorised AED users are available from the link
below.

 Suitable wall fixings are supplied with this product.

Supplied with
alarm shutdown

key
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